THE WEST HARTFORD ERUV

Our local eruv is maintained or checked by the West Hartford Eruv Committee, an association comprised of lay volunteers and is under the rabbinic leadership of Rabbi Tuvia Brander. A map of the eruv is on the reverse. When passing by the borders of the Eruv, please check below or the website for specific boundary instructions.

Eruv Status Hotline: (860) 232 – 6417
Twitter: @WHartfordEruv
Website: www.youngisraelwh.org/eruv

Boundary Notes:

• The west side of North Main Street is outside the eruv from just before Sheep Hill Road northward. One cannot walk from North Main Street to Sheep Hill Road from within the eruv.

• The west side of Steele Road near Elizabeth Park is in the eruv, except at the intersection with Asylum Avenue. One can remain within the eruv by carefully walking around to the west of the telephone pole on the northwest corner of Asylum Avenue and Steele Road.

• The north east boundary of the eruv which runs along Bloomfield Ave does not consistently cover Bloomfield Ave. To approach the Hebrew Center, JCC or Federation campus, one should approach from the south and walk via Simsbury Road.

• The corner and intersection of Albany Ave and Bloomfield Ave is outside the eruv.